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ABSTRACT
In June 2012, student activists in Nepal declared a campaign against private, for-profit

colleges with foreign names, simultaneously decrying the schools’ names and their exor-

bitant tuition fees. During the campaign, members of multiple student unions vandalized
signboards, buildings, computers, and buses belonging to various colleges and filed a court

case demanding stricter management of private schools. These activists claimed control of

the linguistic landscape of Kathmandu, objecting not to English in the classroom but to the
material emblems of branded educational institutions. This article explores the semiotic

implications of this movement through analysis of newspaper coverage of the protests. The

school names and talk about appropriate names delineate two competing cultural chrono-
topes that students employed to promote a particular vision of proper Nepali behavior

and to contest what they depicted as inappropriate commodification of higher education.

n June 2012, student activists in Nepal declared a campaign against private,

for-profit colleges with foreign names, simultaneously decrying the schools’

names and their exorbitant tuition fees. During the campaign, student activ-

ists painted over signboards of Pentagon, NASA, White House, Liverpool, and

Barcelona Colleges; vandalized buildings and computers belonging to Florida

Everest and SouthWestern State Colleges; and burned school buses belonging

to Rato Bangala School and Delhi Public School. At the same time, lawyers

filed a court case demanding stricter management of private schools by “check-
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ing exorbitant fees and deterring naming of schools after English-origin places

and clubs” (Himalayan Times, July 23, 2012d). These activists claimed control

of the linguistic landscape of Kathmandu, objecting not to English in the class-

room but to the material emblems of branded educational institutions.

This article explores the semiotic implications of this movement through

analysis of English-language newspaper coverage of events surrounding the pro-

test, in which members of student unions affiliated with but not entirely con-

trolled by political parties anointed themselves the arbiters of legitimate and

commodifiable language (Heller and Boutet 2006). The protests targeted pri-

vate, for-profit, higher secondary two-year schools, also called colleges, 12, or

Ten Plus Two.1 Student activists did not target the classroom use of English,

which is officially the medium of education at all the schools in question. In-

stead, they protested the visible emblems of school signs and what they called

unfair school fees. It was not the education being sold so much as the advertis-

ing and high price of higher secondary schooling-as-commodity, and particu-

larly its place in the linguistic landscape (Shohamy and Gorter 2008), that was

called into question. As Agha (2011, 40) argues, it is impossible to understand

the place of commodities, such as commodified schooling, in social life without

considering the “relationships between sociohistorically specific commodity

formulations and their uptake in the activities of those acquainted with them.”

This article considers student unions’ uptake, and taking down, of the commod-

ity formulation of school signs in a manner wholly unintended by the creators

of these formulations. Through analysis of writing about these events, I aim to

shed light on the ways that chronotopic formulations, branding, and claims

about morality were simultaneously constructed and disputed.

In a review of research on the semiotics of brand, Manning concludes that

“brand and their definitions thus reveal very different things depending on

whether they are approached at work as semiotic objects within the economy

or as metasemiotic objects that can be interrogated to reveal the folk ontologies

and semiotic ideologies latent in economic categories (2010, 46). In this article,

I take the latter approach, using metasemiotic discourse about branded schools

to investigate the ways student protesters, and to a lesser extent their inter-

locutors, interacted with and objected to certain forms of school branding. I

examine the discursive construction in newspaper reports of competing “cul-

tural chronotopes” (Agha 2007b), semiotic representations of time and place
1. In Nepali schools, lower secondary school covers grades 9 and 10. To complete grade 10, students must
pass the national School Leaving Certificate exam. Higher secondary school comprises grades 11 and 12; upon
completion of these two years, students receive an Intermediate degree.
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peopled by certain social types. Activists called into question a chronotopic

representation of progress marketed through gaudy school signboards that

linked English language, symbols of Euro-American prestige, and forms of cap-

italism that sell education to those who can pay. Their suggested replacements

for such school names drew from a chronotopic representation of Nepal as un-

changing and morally pure. These protests, short-lived though they were, dem-

onstrate a concern for the future linguistic community of Nepal and the kinds

of people who will inhabit it.

Method
I draw from newspaper articles to analyze reports of events that took place be-

tween early July and mid-August 2012.2 Newspaper articles were collected by

searching the online archives of three major English-language daily newspapers

(Himalayan Times, Kathmandu Post, and República) and one weekly (Nepali

Times) for articles mentioning these events during a somewhat broader period

than the eventual focus of the article. Additional Google searches for articles ap-

pearing during this period with key terms not limited to particular news sites

provided additional reports of these events. After compiling this corpus of

newspaper articles, I reconstructed the timeline of events that follows, found

all school names mentioned in these articles, and identified all passages that

provided an explanation for these events, as discussed below.

Nepal: Politics, English, and Schools
The events described in this article took place during a prolonged period of tran-

sition in Nepal, described in one of the articles surveyed as “a deadlock within a

stalemate” (Nepali Times, July 20, 2012b). Formerly the world’s only officially

Hindu kingdom, in the two decades before 2012 Nepal had moved from an au-

tocratic monarchy to a multiparty democracy in 1990; through a ten-year civil

war betweenMaoist insurgents and the government army from1996 to2006; held

elections for a constitutional assembly that included the Maoists as one of the

political parties, and ended themonarchy in 2007; and was in themidst of a con-

tentious peace process and the writing of a new constitution that would only be

completed in 2015. These protests occurred during a particularly uncertain mo-
2. While I was in Kathmandu during this period I did not conduct ethnographic research about the pro-
tests. In informal conversations at the time, my interlocutors often claimed that student union members were
being disruptive due to frustration with unemployment and poor government services and that the protests
were primarily an extortion drive aimed at raising protection money from wealthy private schools. This was
one of several protests involving strikes and vandalism that took place during summer 2012. See Snellinger
(2007, 2009) on youth politics in Nepal.
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ment in this history: the first constitutional assembly, whose members were

elected following the conclusion of the conflict, had been dissolved on May 12

after failing to meet several deadlines for the promulgation of the new constitu-

tion, but there were not yet concrete plans for the election of a new constitutional

assembly to continue the work. The prevailing mood of political commentators

and journalists was of hopelessness and frustration with the high-level political

actors who seemed to be willing to abandon ideological positions and campaign

promises in order to gain power and enrich themselves (Lal 2012; Mahato 2012;

Nepali Times, July 20, 2012a, July 20, 2012b).

In the midst of political transition, the years preceding 2012 had included

debate over the image of the nation of Nepal and its citizens. The 1990s had

seen a significant increase in ethnic politics, especially demands by groups that

came together under the umbrella term “indigenous nationalities” for increased

social, economic, and political power and for support for their religions, cul-

tures, and languages (Gurung 2003; Hangen 2007; Middleton and Shneiderman

2008). This countered previous governments’ privileging of high-caste Hindus

from the hills rather than Nepal’s northern mountains or southern plains, in the

creation of a national image based onHinduism,monarchy, theNepali language,

and Nepal’s glorious history of resisting colonization by nearby major powers

(Burghart 1984; Onta 1996). While the 1990s and first half of the 2000s may

have seen advances for these multicultural voices, by the second half of the

2000s any advances for multiculturalism were faced by a backlash that returned

to an older version of Nepali nationalism centered on high-caste Hinduism

(Maharjan 2012). In the face of previously marginalized groups organizing and

making claims to rights and privileges, high-caste Hindus, previously holders of

an unquestioned dominant position in Nepali politics, felt threatened and re-

sponded by forming their own organizations (Adhikari and Gellner 2016). Ma-

harjan’s (2012) analysis of media coverage of the dramatic events of Indian Idol 3,

in 2007, in which a Nepali-speaking contestant from Darjeeling won India’s

popular music competition show thanks to an outpouring of support from Ne-

palis around the world, demonstrates the resurgence of an older form of national

unity based on assimilation. The summer of 2012 was a time of instability in not

only political governance but also for Nepali national identity.

Another result of political instability and conflict, and economic stagnation,

was massive migration fromNepal. In the 2011 national census, over 29 percent

of Nepal’s households had at least one absentee living abroad; over 55 percent

of households received remittances from abroad, with remittances constituting

over 30 percent of the income of such households, and 25 percent of the national
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GDP (Central Bureau of Statistics 2014, 149). These numbers more than dou-

bled between the censuses of 2001 and 2011 (Sharma et al. 2014, 32). In addition

to those abroad at the time of the census, migration researchers estimated that

nearly half of all households in Nepal either had at least one migrant abroad or

someone returned from time abroad, most of them in India, the Gulf region

(especially Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE), and Malaysia (Sharma et al.

2014, 32). Going abroad became a likely occupational path, especially for young

men. Kathmandu was the political, social, and imagined center of Nepal, but

many young people imagined their futures taking them abroad.

The expectation (for some, aspiration) of working abroad was one of many

factors increasing demand for English-language education. As in the rest of

South Asia, English has long played a role in Nepal’s schools, and English profi-

ciency has been a mark of prestige. Unlike other South Asian countries, though,

Nepal was never colonized by an external power, creating a somewhat different

historical relationship with both schooling and English than elsewhere (Bista

1991; Des Chene 2007; Weinberg 2013). Despite the absence of a colonial past,

English has been a language of prestige in schooling since the mid-nineteenth

century, when the first government-run school in Nepal was established on the

royal palace grounds by a prime minister recently returned from a trip to En-

gland who had observed the global power and reach of the English language.

Widespread schooling was only established in Nepal in the 1950s; again, the role

of English was debated, with English considered as a medium of instruction, but

ultimately rejected in favor of a Nepali-medium policy aimed at promoting na-

tional unity and development (NNEPC 1956). While English was taught as a

subject beginning in increasingly earlier grades throughout the following de-

cades, most schooling continued to take place in Nepali.

English-medium instruction in Nepal expanded rapidly along with private

schooling in the 1990s and beyond. English proficiency could be bought with

school fees that mirrored the perceived quality of English instruction at a school,

and began to serve as “simultaneously the key to a better future, an index of so-

cial capital, and part of the purchase price of a ticket out of Nepal” (Liechty 2003,

213). Caddell (2007) describes this as a de facto multitiered education system;

this was particularly true in the case of access to English education, as govern-

ment schools were required to teach in the Nepali language at the same time that

private schools boomed by selling English instruction. Educational disparities

created by the private school system made these schools a particular target of

Maoist insurgents, who forced private schools to close and extortedmoney from

teachers and owners throughout the conflict (Caddell 2007). By 2012, the Mao-
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ist party had ceased overt attacks on private schooling, but as we will see in this

article, unease around private school profits remained and was expressed by

representatives of multiple political parties, not just the Maoists.

Timeline of Events
In order to lay the groundwork for the rest of this article, this section lists the

major events that took place in a brief protest movement. Between July and Au-

gust 2012, student union protests regularly featured in major newspapers, be-

ginning with the announcement of a planned protest and ending with the Min-

istry of Education’s promulgation of a new set of guidelines regarding school

names.

July 5.—Student unions made an official announcement of their protest.

This was the first appearance of news coverage about this set of protests. The

Himalayan Times (July 6, 2012) reported that this meeting was led by the Nepal

Students Union (NSU), the student wing of the Nepali Congress Party, while

República’s report (July 6, 2012) noted that it was a joint meeting of eight stu-

dent unions, led by the NSU. At themeeting, students announced that they were

going to protest against Plus Two colleges with foreign names by removing their

“hoarding boards,” or billboards. They claimed that the Education Act, the ma-

jor educational law of the land, banned non-Nepali school names3 and that the

student unions had previously approached government and nongovernmental

authorities about this issue but received no response.

July 6.—As threatened, NSU members began removing hoarding boards.

Depending on the account, students removed or painted enamel on between five

and seven signs (Himalayan Times, July 7, 2012a, July 7, 2012b; Kathmandu Post,

July7,2012). Whatever the exact numbers, there is agreement that NSU students

conducted some mild, and peaceful, vandalism; college officials expressed out-

rage. Then the story disappeared from the newspapers for over a week.

July 15.—Students from the All Nepal National Independent Students Union

(Revolutionary [ANNISU-R]), the student wing of the Communist Party of Nepal-

Maoist’s most recently splintered faction,4 broke windows, computers, and other
3. According to one news article, they were supported by Rule 154 of Education Rules, 2002, which stated
that “A school may be named after renowned persons who have made outstanding contribution to society
and the nation itself or historical persons, Gods and Goddess, places of pilgrimage or natural heritages reflect-
ing the Nepali identity” (Himalayan Times, July 22, 2012b).

4. In the long history of splits and mergers in the Communist Party of Nepal, the latest had occurred on
June 19, 2012, when Mohan Baidya, vice president of the Unified Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) broke
off to found the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist. This new faction, referred to in news reports as “the
breakaway faction of the Unified CPN-Maoist” (Himalayan Times, July 16, 2012) or the “Baidya-led Maoist
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accessories at South Western State College and Everest Florida College and set

fire to a school bus belonging to Rato Bangala School.

July 18.—The ANNISU-R warned of an impending two-day school strike

that would close all Plus Two colleges (Himalayan Times, July 19, 2012, July 21,

2012).

July 21–22.—The strike closed private Plus Two schools for two days. In ad-

dition to the strike, on July 22, ANNISU-R members burned two school buses

that belonged to Delhi Public School (a private school in the southeastern city

of Dharan) that were transporting students to school. In an event that grabbed

fewer headlines on the same day, two lawyers filed a case at the Supreme Court

demanding stricter management of private schools “by checking exorbitant fees

and deterring naming of the schools after English-origin places and clubs” (Hima-

layan Times, July 22, 2012a, July 23, 2012d; Zee News, July 24, 2012).

July 23.—Police and the United Nations (UN) responded to the bus burning.

Dharan police briefly arrested the ANNISU-R student leader accused of leading

the bus burning in Dharan and then released him (Himalayan Times, July 24,

2012a, July 24, 2012d). The UN office in Nepal released a statement expressing

concern that the recent attacks had violated child rights and a national commit-

ment to preserving schools as zones of peace (Himalayan Times, July 24, 2012g;

BBC, July 25, 2012).

July 24.—Eight student unions jointly announced protests against not only

private Plus Two schools but also against schools run by the Council for Tech-

nical and Vocational Training (CTEVT), the government body that controls

technical and vocational education (República, July 25, 2012a, August 12,

2012; Times of India, August 12, 2012; Kathmandu Post, August 13, 2012; Open

Equal Free, August 14, 2012). The combined student unions, which included both

the ANNISU-R and the NSU, announced a protest program including a sit-in out-

side the CTEVT offices, a gherao (a protest practice of surrounding a building) of

the Ministry of Education offices, and an interaction program (Himalayan Times,

July 24, 2012).

July 25.—The Higher Secondary Education Board (HSEB), the government

agency in charge of Plus Two education, ordered private Plus Two colleges to

remove their hoarding boards.

July 27.—The Higher Secondary Schools Association-Nepal (HISSAN), the

organization of private Plus Two colleges, announced that they had reached a
party” (República, July 22, 2012), claimed to be truer to the Maoist party’s revolutionary ideals than the main-
stream Maoists of the existing CPN(M).
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verbal agreement with student unions to stop violence targeting schools (Re-

pública, July 26, 2017).

August 6.—The Department of Education announced that they had recom-

mended to the Ministry of Education that all higher secondary schools replace

English and foreign names with Nepali names within six months.

August 12.—A group of seventeen student groups shut schools affiliated with

CTEVT across the country and padlocked the CTEVT offices.

August 13.—The same group of seventeen student groups unlocked CTEVT’s

offices after a positive meeting with the organization.

After this final protest against CTEVT, the protests against higher secondary

schools dropped from the news. They have emerged sporadically since then, of-

ten with a single act of protest against a school or set of schools. School signs are

still present, and as much in English today as they were prior to these events,

though they are now largely limited to signs on the schools themselves rather

than billboards around the city. Figure 1 shows a sign advertising Radiant Read-

ers Academy, taken in January 2016, and figure 2 shows a sign on top of the Ideal

Model School (the photo was taken in April 2011, and the same sign was still

standing as of January 2016).

Which Schools?

Exemplars
During these protests, school names were frequently used as examples in news-

paper reports. These demonstrate which schools were presented as having ob-
Figure 1. Radiant Readers Academy
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jectionable English/foreign school names. Notably, all but one of these names

mentioned a specific place or institution in the United States or England. The

one exception was from an Indian news article that opened with the line “Nepal’s

Maoist government has banned secondary schools fromusing foreign names like

‘Delhi Public School,’ ‘Oxford’ and ‘White House’ over fears that the education

system is losing its Nepali identity” (News24, August 7, 2012). It seems that the

“prototypical referent” (Agha 2007a), when newspaper reporters or student

protestors were asked to come up with examples of schools with foreign names,

was of schools named for US or British universities and US government institu-

tions and place-names, as shown in table 1.

Less frequently, news articles provided samples of proper Nepali school

names. These were either actual schools or suggestions of names that could be

given to schools that currently have English names. The six school names listed

in table 2 demonstrate that the Nepali names belonged to different classes than

the English names; four were religious terms, and the other two were geographic

features of Nepal. Of the religious terms, three were Hindu religious terms.5

While Gautam Buddha is largely associated with Buddhism, he is also wor-

shipped byNepali Hindus (Gellner 1988), and the location of the historical Bud-

dha’s birth in Nepal is now a point of Nepali nationalist pride (Dennis 2015).

The appearance of religious terms such as temples and goddesses is a marked

change from the categories of English-language school names. In addition, while
Figure 2. Ideal Model School
5. The majority of Nepalis identify as Hindus (Central Bureau of Statistics 2014); Hinduism was the offi-
cial religion of the country until 2007.
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several of the English school names included place-names, most were named for

cities or universities,6 while the Nepali names were natural geographic features

such as rivers and mountains.

Targets
Throughout the two months of protests, reporters, opinion writers, and college

heads expressed the opinion that students’ actions were not truly motivated by

the causes of removing foreign school names and reducing school fees. Instead,

they claimed, students were running a fundraising drive in which they extorted

money from schools with the threat of violence as motivation for schools to pay

protection money (Himalayan Times, July 16, 2012a; Kathmandu Post, July 16,

2012b; Nepali Times, July 20, 2012b, July 20, 2012c; República, July 17, 2012a,

July 19, 2012a; Nepali Times, July 25, 2012). School administrators further sup-

ported this argument by pointing out that the timing of the protest coincided

with the collection of school fees, and therefore an influx of cash at private

schools. While this explanation was strenuously disavowed by student leaders

(Himalayan Times, July 18, 2012), it remained popular in the press.
Table 1. Examples of Foreign-Name Schools

School Name (Mentions) Type of Name

NASA (4)
Pentagon (4)
White House (4)

US government institution

Everest (Florida) (3)
Texas (2)
Golden Gate (1)

US place-name

Oxford (2)
Cambridge (1)
Oxbridge (1)

British place-name/university

Liverpool (3)
Chelsea (1)

British place-name/football club

White Field (1)
White Gold (1)
Highway Garden (1)a

English phrase without specific place/institution referent

Harvard (1)
South Western State (1)

US university

Albert Einstein Academy (3) US historical figure
Delhi Public School (1) Indian place-name
6. Golden Gate is, technically, the
the school’s namer had in mind the m
a Highway Garden was provided as an example of the kind of school not targeted in protests.
exception to this, as its referent is a strait. However, it seems likely that
ore famous bridge that crosses the strait rather than the strait itself.
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The schools that were targeted in these attacks, though, support claims that

school’s names were not the deciding factor in whether or not they were a target

of vandalism or violence. As several editorials pointed out, only a handful of the

hundreds of schools with English-language names were targets. Schools with

English names that were “collections of random English words, such as High-

way Garden”were rarely targeted, while several of the schools that were vandal-

ized had Nepali names (Asia News, July 18, 2012; República, July 19, 2012a;

Spotlight Nepal, July 27, 2012). Table 3 presents the names of the schools that

were targeted by having signs taken down or painted over, school property de-

stroyed, or school buses burned.

From this list we see that certain categories of names were particularly com-

mon targets for the protestors: US government institutions, US place-names,

and football clubs (Barcelona and Liverpool) made up the “foreign” element

of this list. These schools may also have presented particularly appealing targets

due to high brand recognition in the city; many of these are prominent high

schools that appear often in reports of school sports or other educational activ-

ities. Thus, while the exemplary school names provided in news articles fell

neatly into contrasting chronotopic formulations, the schools and brands that

were attacked had a somewhat less clear set of indexical links.

School Signs
The foreign names in table 1 and the Nepali names in table 2 paint pictures of

the English-speaking world and Nepal. I argue that these imaginaries of the

foreign and the domestic are tied to Kathmanduites’ understandings of migra-

tion. A key feature of higher secondary schools is that they purport to sell ac-

cess to an internationally acceptable level of education, especially in the English

language. The middle name of many of these schools, International, which is

so common that newspaper accounts frequently omitted it, is meant to indicate

that the level of education is in line with international colleges and promises ac-
Table 2. Nepali School Names

School Name Type of Name

Guheshwari Saraswati Vidyashram Prasadi Hindu religious term (temple) (goddess)
(“gift of god”)

Karnali “a mountain peak of Dolpa district” Geographic features in Nepal (river)
Gautam Buddha Buddhist religious figure (also revered by

Nepali Hindus)
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cess to the rest of the world. The signs’ “indexical selectivity” (Agha 2007a) ad-

ditionally plays a role in establishing the effect of promising international-level

education. The signs of English-language colleges, written in Roman script with

only English on the sign, are opaque to anyone who does not read English (see

figs. 1 and 2). The intended audience of the signs should recognize not just the

English words but also that they refer to prestigious places in other areas of the

world. At the same time, the intended audience is not foreign-educated Nepalis

or foreigners in Nepal who find these signs hilarious for their use of soccer clubs

and government agencies as college brand names. Rather the signs target stu-

dents and parents who recognize the school signs and names as promising the

kind of education they desire, but crucially not those who recognize the anom-

alous nature of these school names.

To make sense of the students’ representations of schools and choices of ob-

jectionable versus appropriate school names, I employ Bakhtin’s (1981) notion
Table 3. Schools Affected by Student Vandalism

School Name Type of Name

School bus burned:
Rato Bangala School Nepali description (means “red bungalow”)
Delhi Public School Indian place-name

Property vandalized:
Kathmandu Institute of Science and
Technology (KIST)

CITF/CITAF/Narayani Polytechnic
Institutea

Nepali place-name

Nepali place-name

South Western State College US (generic) university name
Everest (Florida)b US place-name

School signs removed/painted over:
Liverpool British city/football club
Barcelona European city/football club
Columbus US place-name/historical figure
White House
NASA
Pentagon

US government institution
US government institution
US government institution
a It is unclear from the newspapers what school this was; while several articles report vandalism
of a school in Chitwan district, it appears that there is neither a CITF nor CITAF school affiliated
with CTEVT. It is possible this was the Chitwan Institute of Technical Science (CITS), while an-
other article identified the school as Narayani Polytechnic. In either case, it fits the category
of Nepali place-name.

b The official name of this school is Everest Florida Secondary School, but several articles re-
ferred to the school as Florida College. One Himalayan Times article (July 7, 2012) explained that
“some Plus Two colleges have added Nepali names before foreign names: Florida HSS has put
Everest and Barsha HSS (Barcelona) has added Kathmandu, but ‘Everest’ and ‘Kathmandu’ fig-
ure indistinctively in the hoardings.” All other articles referred to Kathmandu Barsha Higher Sec-
ondary School as Barcelona.
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of “chronotope,” or social space-time. A term originally developed by Bakhtin

while studying novels, the analytic of chronotope has been employed by lin-

guistic anthropologists studying topics as varied as decisions regarding migrat-

ing from Mexico to the United States (Dick 2010); travel writing about Papua

New Guinea (Stasch 2011); and US politicians’ apologies for having committed

adultery (Jackson 2012). The applicability of this analytic to varied contexts

demonstrates the ubiquity of conflations of space and time in semiotic behavior.

Agha (2007b, 321) defines a chronotope as “a semiotic representation of time

and space peopled by certain social types.” Crucially, this is not merely a linkage

between time, space, and social types; instead, as Bakhtin (1981) notes, different

time-space scales actually enable different kinds of character development. For

instance, inWoolard’s (2013) analysis of three bilingual Catalan-Castilian speak-

ers’ orientations to the two languages, the three “fundamentally different chro-

notopes” they employ “charter different visions of personal as opposed to so-

cial responsibility for their current linguistic situations and selves” (221). A key

characteristic of chronotopes is that it is they are always enacted and construed

within a participation framework; that is, a chronotope is always created by par-

ticular people in a place at a certain time. Chronotopes do not exist outside of

their formulations by people. At the same time, all semiotic behavior, accord-

ing to Bakhtin, is chronotopic because all semiotic behavior, which includes

all discursive behavior, occurs in and indexes space and time. Chronotopes,

while only created through semiotic behavior, are therefore elements of all such

behavior.

This observation, though, is “of vanishingly little interest when extracted

from a frame of contrast” (Agha 2007b, 322). Since all semiotic and, therefore,

all discursive behavior invokes chronotopes, chronotopes matter only when

they are relevant to social action, which almost always means when there are

conflicting chronotopes invoked in a single context. As we shall see, this is

the case in the newspaper coverage of the school sign protests. However, while

we can identify dominant competing chronotopes in this case, Bakhtin is careful

to point out that chronotopes are not hermetically sealed off from each other,

but rather they are “mutually inclusive, they co-exist, they may be interwoven

with, replace or oppose one another, contradict one another or find themselves

in ever more complex interrelationships” (1981, 252). By employing the analytic

of chronotope, I suggest that we can learn something about what was going on in

these protests and theirmedia coverage by looking at the portrayal of time, space,

and kinds of people—particularly in relation to economic systems—that ap-

peared in newspaper coverage of this chain of events.
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How do school names work? Linguistic anthropologists have discarded the

philosophical notion that there is an inherent link between proper names and

the objects they pick out in the world (Rymes 1996). However, while names are

not inherent properties, they are not arbitrary. This is demonstrated by pat-

terns in school names, and the chronotopes they outline. In the case of private

12 schools, names did not behave merely as descriptors or arbitrary signs but

rather as part of schools’ brands. This is illustrated by the placement of hoard-

ing boards advertising the schools alongside similar boards advertising cars and

cosmetics and exemplified by a quote from a school administrator: “the gov-

ernment should give us compensation to change the school names—it’s our

brand and we have put huge investment over the period of time” (Asia Calling,

August 18, 2012).

As complex and changing semiotic phenomena, brands are well suited to the

modes of analysis developed by semiotically inclined linguistic anthropologists.

Moore’s (2003, 331) Peircean analysis of the phenomenon of brand demon-

strates that brands are “an inherently unstable composite” of material and in-

tangible values. In late modernity, he argues, anything can be branded, includ-

ing experiences and events. As Agha (2011) points out, objects and experiences

move in and out of commodity formulations during their life cycle, so schools

may be heavily branded in information targeting potential students and their

parents but less so at other times, for example, during the school day.

The branding of schools, through material advertisements in the forms of

billboards and newspaper ads, markets not just a school experience but also a

promise of future academic and professional success. In particular, schools are

part of a booming market selling access to the global economy through English

(Blommaert 2009). Nakassis’s (2012) study of counterfeit branding is particu-

larly apt for this case in which school owners used US and European brands

to elevate the status of their products, just as clothing vendors in the Tamil Nadu

markets that Nakassis studies and in Kathmandu’s bazaars and tourist areas in-

crease the value of their clothes by attaching the names and logos of interna-

tional brands. Like garments made locally but marked as branded through

the attachment of a brand or brand-like emblem, schools mark themselves as

branded commodities by employing the aesthetics of brandedness: “the reckon-

ing of commodities, or elements of them, by their loose affiliation to authorized

brand instances through fractional similitude with them (in a formal structural

or design sense)” (Nakassis 2012, 704). Schools named for locations in Europe

and the United States, or for agencies of the US government, bore only the

slightest “fractional similitude” with the originators of the names; however,
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the indexical link to desirable attributes of places outside of Nepal remained.

Thus, while no one would mistake Oxbridge International Higher Secondary

School in Kathmandu for a British university, its deployment of signs and logos

creates an aesthetic of brandedness that elevates the school above the run-of-

the-mill minimally branded or Nepali-name school. School signs advertise

schools as commodity, as experience, and as promise through the co-occurrence

of several signs: English writing, smiling or serious students wearing tidy uni-

forms, perhaps a modern-looking school building, a mysterious or impressive-

looking logo, and so on.

Branding, like other semiotic behavior, draws on and produces chronotopic

formulations; in the case of brands, these chronotopic formulations are intended

to inform potential consumers about the thing being sold and to increase their

desire for whatever it may be. Manning (2010) follows Munn in referring to a

similar concept as “space time,” noting that “brands can align themselves with

respect to social imaginaries such as the nation by situating themselves within

local or global trajectories of circulation . . . or they can gesture to diasporic, as-

pirational, or exotic elsewhere on the horizons of imaginative geographies of

alterity (1986, 38–39). In India, for example, Mazzarella notes trends to adver-

tise through what he labels “auto-Orientalism”, or “the use of internationally

recognized signifiers of Indian ‘tradition’ to facilitate the aspirational consump-

tion, by Indians of a culturally marked self” (2003, 138) but also a tendency to

advertise Western products through association with value that resides else-

where. Advertising draws on recognizable chronotopic formulations which al-

low potential consumers to draw the indexical links between the metasigns

(school names) or object signs (physical billboards, schoolbuses labeled with

school names) of branded schools and the forms of distinction promised through

their names. Invoking recognizable chronotopic formulations is part of what

makes a brand successful.

The combination of tangible and intangible elements of branding contrib-

uted to making the protests possible. The thing being sold by schools is largely

intangible; while it may be represented physically by a diploma with the back-

ing of state authority (Bourdieu 1986), the product sold by schools is more in

line with the selling of an experience, and the promise of the imparting of some

set of knowledge and skills. School signs are multimodal representations of this

promise, involving both discursive and nondiscursive semiosis. School advertis-

ing involves an array of signs, such as images of neatly uniformed and attractive

school buildings (and the attractive buildings themselves); numbers represent-

ing pass percentages on important exams; abstract school symbols and crests;
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and the names of the schools themselves, with their discursive ties to other lo-

cations. Additional elements that allowed the school signs to advertise branded

schools included the size and placement of signs, with the most expensive ad-

vertising space located in busy intersections or near expensive shops. As in all

forms of semiosis, there were many elements, or semiotic partials, that com-

prised the signs; student protesters, though, metonymically reduced the brand

to the partial of the name. Student protesters did not have objections to the prod-

uct being sold, that is, the education that students received at these schools, in-

cluding the English medium of instruction. Instead, the primary objection that

protesters provided was the brand name that these schools had chosen and the

ability of schools to charge high fees because of the value added by the use of

an English name for the school. This provides evidence that students were pro-

testing the commodity form of schooling; their objection was to the function of

English-language brand names slapped on schools, part of the advertising of

schools during which schooling is a commodity. The use of English in the teach-

ing and learning taking place within a school, a part of the brand’s lifecycle

when it is not a commodity, was not part of the student protesters’ focus.

Students then further focused the protest against the object signs of schools:

their billboards. While name and brand remained intangible, protestors could

physically target the tangible manifestations of brand in the form of school sign-

boards by painting over objectionable words or tearing down the signs. Student

protestors targeted segments of the commodity chain in which schools were

functioning as brands, with the object signs of branding, the billboards, the

main target of physical protests. This separation did not remain intact, though,

as acts of vandalism moved beyond the school signs themselves and onto co-

textual markers of expensive school status, such as computers, school buses,

and aquariums and chandeliers at reception desks (República, July 17, 2012a;

Spotlight Nepal, July 27, 2012).

English Futures
Having briefly discussed the function of brand and the ways that the partials

that comprised brand were disaggregated by student protestors, we turn now

to the chronotopic formulations created by the school names. The first identi-

fiable chronotope at play here is a familiar one, of English tied to modernity,

mobility, and money. As in many parts of the world, English-medium private

education has become a commodity in which urban middle-class Nepalis who

are trying to enhance their prestige and social standing invest to raise their class
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standing (Liechty 2003; in India, see Bhattacharya 2013, 2016; LaDousa 2014;

Proctor 2014). From the founding of the English-medium Durbar School in the

mid-nineteenth century, which was meant to provide children of elite families

access to English, the English language has indexed access to the knowledge and

power of places outside of Nepal (Phyak 2013; Weinberg 2013).

Turning to the school signs, then, let us examine the names employed as ex-

amples of problems by the students (see table 1). Three of these, and the three

mentioned in the largest number of articles, are the names of United States gov-

ernment institutions (NASA, Pentagon,White House), while an additional three

(Florida, Texas, Golden Gate) are names of places in the United States. Three

others (Cambridge, Oxford, Oxbridge) are either British universities or an amal-

gam of two British university names, with another two that are British place-

names previously transformed into brands by the popular soccer clubs in those

locations. Two more are US universities, one a famous and historic university

(Harvard), the other the generic-sounding South Western State. The last three

include a seemingly meaningless name (White Field)—a category severely un-

derrepresented, from my observations, when compared with the apparent pre-

dominance of similarly meaningless names in the city’s scholastic landscape—

an Indian place-name (Delhi), and a famous scientist (Albert Einstein).

Several of these relate to US and British dominance in fields of education,

science, and politics. The football clubs seem to have come in for particular

scrutiny in the common phrasing of objecting to “private schools named after

English cities and football clubs.” The prototypical referent when newspaper

reporters or student protestors were asked to come up with examples of schools

with foreign names was of schools named for US or British universities and US

government institutions and place-names. All of the objectionable names were

recognizably foreign, with most referring to a specific location in the United

States or England. Many referred to institutions or places associated with learn-

ing, power, and science. I argue that these are indicators of the participation

of this strand of branding in a familiar chronotope of US and UK advancement;

this is particularly dominant as one of the major promises of these schools is

to teach English. This chronotopic representation is identifiable thanks to the

metasemiotic work of student protestors who singled these colleges out as rep-

resentative of English-name schools. By arguing that these names pick out a

chronotopic representation of the world, I suggest that they identify a time,

place, and model of personhood. In this case, the chronotope is one of moder-

nity defined by movement toward Anglo-American ideals. It is peopled, pre-
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sumably, by students who have studied English and12 subjects at such schools.

This is a potential future oriented toward the advances of, and possibilities of

advancement, elsewhere.

Unchanging, Spiritual Nepal
The names that were suggested as alternatives to foreign names belonged to re-

markably different realms (see table 2). These include Sanskrit/Hindu religious

terms, figures, or places, such as Guheshwori, Saraswati Vidyashram, and Pra-

sadi; geographic features, including Karnali and an unspecified peak in Dolpa

district; and Gautam Buddha. Several lie in the realm of religion or call upon

the religious indexical values of Sanskrit.

It is worth emphasizing the conservative vision of Nepal presented by these

supposedly revolutionary student groups. By 2012, Nepal was no longer a Hindu

nation under a monarchy that derived part of its authority fromHindu religious

rituals (Mocko 2015) and had not been an officially Hindu nation for five years.

These proposed improved school names are notable for their emphasis on San-

skrit roots and mountains, congruent with historical Nepali nationalist dis-

course (Burghart 1984; Onta 1996; Chalmers 2003); segments of Nepal’s popu-

lation who continue to advocate for adequate representation are notably absent

in this retrenchment of an older model of Nepaliness. Historian Harsha Man

Maharjan (2012) has argued that since the conclusion of the conflict in 2007,

“the Nepali media’s use of old symbols of national identity . . . represented

an attempt to retreat from multiculturalism and to reprioritize a common na-

tional culture” (30–31). The students as well, while representing themselves as

revolutionaries, were participating in a conservative turn in representations of

Nepali nationalism.

In a study of Mexican (non)migration to the United States, Dick identifies a

discursive “modernist binary that configures the United States as a land of so-

cioeconomic mobility and progress, but also of moral dissolution, and Mexico

as a land of morality and family, but also of socioeconomic stagnation” (2010,

276). The school names discussed in this article create a similar binary between

the English-speaking world (the United States, Europe, and possibly India) and

Nepal. The outside world includes famous universities, well-known cities, and

glamorous soccer teams. They allude to long histories of higher education (Ox-

bridge, Harvard) and to scientific innovation (NASA, Albert Einstein). The Ne-

pali name offerings, by contrast, are timeless, with natural or supernatural refer-

ents. This is also reminiscent of the auto-Orientalism trope in Indian advertising

(Mazzarella 2003), with the students proposing that proper school names would
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draw on names that index tradition and religion. There is apparently nothing

created by Nepali people worth honoring in a school name; this is perhaps re-

lated to a popular discourse of (under)development that teaches every Nepali

schoolchild about Nepal’s status as a peripheral, underdeveloped country (Pigg

1992; Liechty 2010). Rather, what Nepal has to offer is the potentially morally

superior pristine natural environment and a range of deities.

The Foreignness of School Fees
I have argued that expensive private schools in Kathmandu, like the ones dis-

cussed in these news articles and protests, sell the promise of a future of eco-

nomic opportunity and greater opportunities to migrate, especially to English-

dominant places like England or the United States. The explicit linkage made in

coverage of these events, though, was not between schooling and economic op-

portunity or migration, but between foreign names and exorbitant school fees.

Table 4 shows a compilation of all the reasons that protesters gave for their ac-

tions in newspaper articles, whether they were given as direct or indirect quotes

from protestors. While this omits the external explanations provided by com-

mentators, such as the donation drive/extortion explanation mentioned above,

it provides a complete catalog of protestors’ proffered reasons for the protest.
Table 4. Reasons Given for Protests

Reason
Number of
Mentions

Protest against foreign names 13
Protest against foreign names and exorbitant fees 11
Protest against exorbitant fees 11
Schools should remove gaudy/expensive/foreign hoarding boards/ad-
vertising 10

Protest necessary because of government inaction/schools not following
government orders 10

Foreign names are counter to national interest/nationalism 7
Protest against commercialisation/privatization 6
Foreign names are confusing/misleading to students and parents 3
Protest against all kinds of ill practices in school 3
Protest against schools not following national curriculum/following
foreign curriculum 2

Excessive advertisement is a form of harassment to those excluded 1
Demand free education to twelfth grade 1
Demand shutdown of unregistered schools 1
Protest against discrimination in salary between Nepali and other
teachers 1
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The protestors’ reasons for their actions (table 4) were not all of one kind.

Some were demands, others complaints about certain behaviors, and others were

explanations for student unions’ turn to protests. A few complaints appeared in

only one article, though they could be grouped in as part of the protest against

general “ill practices” in higher education. In a handful of articles, students is-

sued explicit calls against privatization or commercialization of schooling, in-

cluding the accusation that private schools were destroying community schools.

A similar number of articles cited national pride or national identity as the root

of the protest. Mismanagement in higher education, nationalism, and concerns

about privatization all seem to be part of this story.

The most common complaints, though, had to do with foreign names and

high fees, beginning with objections to schools’ foreign names, with no explicit

reason provided for what was wrong with those names. Likewise, another com-

mon theme was protesting exorbitant fees and calling for a “scientific” and reg-

ular set of school fees. Equally common, though, was the appearance of these

two themes together in the same sentence. Usually, they were linked only by

collocation, without an explanation of how high fees and school advertisements

might be connected to each other. In fact, only one article in the corpus explic-

itly described a link: “Prime Minister´s Office (PMO) had directed the Ministry

of Education to take necessary steps to curb extravagant advertisements by pri-

vate plus two schools, arguing that the students will have to bear the unneces-

sary publicity cost at the end of the day” (República, July 25, 2012a).While this

was the only article in the corpus that described a causal relationship between

advertisements and school fees, the frequent collocation of complaints about

foreign names and exorbitant fees seems to imply a relationship between the

two.

Drawing from the analysis of school names, it seems that the protest move-

ment, which was most commonly explained by student leaders as being against

foreign names and exorbitant fees, was closely tied to the binary chronotopes

discussed above, between unchanging and morally superior Nepal and the fast-

changing and questionably moral English-speaking world. If Nepal is unchang-

ing andmorally pure, then exorbitantly high fees, an immoral change that limits

access to quality schooling, must be an intrusion from the outside. Conversely,

foreign names bring with them rapid change toward unfettered capitalism that

goes against the moral centering of Nepal. Much as eighteenth-century Euro-

pean crowds questioned themorality of profiting from the sale of bread (Thomp-

son 1971), the student activists in Kathmandu rejected themorality of the sale of

education, or at least its inflation through indexical appeal to a chronotope of
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Western innovation as amodel of progress. The repetition of foreignness next to

exorbitant school fees implies that it is un-Nepali to overcharge for school.

Commercialization of schooling was represented as a foreign phenomenon,

imported from the outside along with school names like Oxbridge and Barce-

lona.

Conclusion
With private schooling a relatively recent development in Nepal (private higher

secondary schools were introduced only in 1992), it seems that the student pro-

testers were questioning the morality of profit, or perhaps excessive profit, on

schooling. They labeled the sale of education—or at least the inflation of its price

through indexical appeal to Western modernity—an unacceptable act in Nepal.

Usually the links between the school signs and the high fees were not spelled

out, but rather co-occurred in statements about “foreign names and exorbitant

school fees.”While only occasional demands surfaced in the news coverage for

free higher education, there seemed to be consensus among the student protest-

ers (who, it must be recalled, came frommultiple political parties) that there was

a level of branding and therefore inflation that was not acceptable.

This investigation of talk about a student movement provides some insights

into one encounter with the encroachment of capitalism into the educational

sphere. Through an analysis of news coverage I have attempted to show resis-

tance to the commercialization of schooling, through a protest movement and

discursive formations that located such commercialization as a foreign phenom-

enon linked to dubious morals. This was exemplified by the discursive construc-

tion of two chronotopic formulations, one of theWest as a place of progress and

innovation, which contrasts with a second formulation of Nepal as a place of tra-

dition and religion.While private school owners hoped to tempt parents and stu-

dents to choose their schools, despite high fees, through the indexical links that

they offered to Euro-American progress, students invoked an opposing moral

opposition between the two chronotopic formulations. Student protestors em-

ployed a representation of Nepal as a land of spiritual purity and majestic land-

scapes, drawing on old tropes of Nepali nationalism to reject the appropriate-

ness of high school fees in Nepal, and the implication that progress involves

foreignness and English language. The multimodal and mass-mediated semiotic

processes that allowed for the creation of and circulation of brands, in this case

as school brands, allowed student activists to contest the common assumption

that the future involves English and emblems of progress that draw from lands

far from Nepal.
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